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Alvin and the chipmunks fanfiction alvin sick

in: Episodes, ALVINNN!!! and The Chipmunks: Season 4 Share Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 4 Season Episode Series 4 : 21 89A 177 October 4, 2019 17 November 2019 21 November 2019 27 November 2019 Bagdasarian Productions Technicolor Sick Day is an episode of ALVINNN!!! and The Chipmunks series.
Synopsis Alvin and Kevin pretend to be ill to miss school and sneak away at the Dagarack Convention. [2] Alvin's strong cough gets the attention of his brothers. While Theodore retrieves Dave, Simon wonders if Alvin is actually ill as the day is Dagarack Convention day. Dave doesn't believe him at first, though Alvin
looked feverish and sneezed with aquatic eyes. Dave calls the doctor, who is dealing with multiple similar cases, and allows Alvin to stay home on his way to a meeting. Once Alvin's sure Dave's gone, call Kevin to meet for the convention. Meanwhile, Dave reschedules his meeting after learning that the Dagarack
Convention is next door. Dave sees who he thinks Alvin is at the convention, so he calls Simon to confirm that his supposedly ill brother has not been seen. Taking Simon's advice, Dave video chats with Alvin to control him, but Alvin and Kevin trick Dave with a false background. An announcer reveals to Alvin S. that he is
the winner of a signed Staff of Wonderment and rushes to pick him up by avoiding Dave, who tracks through a tracking app on his phone. Being close to being captured, Alvin enlists the Imperial Guards to imprison Dave in the Mines of Misery. Dave calls Simon again, running home. Alvin and Kevin hide from Dave once
released and then rush too far to get home, while Dave chases. Simon beats them all, ready to face Alvin; hearing noises from Alvin's bed however leads him to apologize for not trusting his brother. Dave finds himself stuck behind a flock of birds, so video chats Alvin once again, this time learning that he is not actually in
bed but instead on the bus. Dave calls Simon, who thinks he's talking to Alvin, and discovers that it's really Theodore, given candy to shut up, in Alvin's bed. Simon is not a happy camper van and confirms to Dave that Alvin was lying all the time. Dave tells Alvin that he's on the ground for three weeks with additional



duties before Alvin accidentally breaks the winning staff. Characters Songs Faster Than the Sun [quote needed] Curiosity This episode is a reference to the brothers of dagarack episode of season two. ALVINNN Episode References!!! and The Chipmunks: Season 4 community content is available under CC-BY-SA,
unless otherwise stated. AlvinADChipmunkApr 14, 2018You are welcome. surprised that Alvin has a phobia on the needle, one of his greatest fears and does not like tomatoes knowing that he also did not like it. That part was very good in that scene story. Well, in Wolfman's movie, Alvin makes sure there are no
tomatoes in his lunch... so it's a running gag my stories. AlvinADChipmunkApr 15, 2018 Yes, I remember that story that Alvin hates or doesn't like tomatoes, so maybe to Alvinnn and chipmunks season 3 or 4 that Alvin hates tomatoes ... Wait, of course, for me to remember Alvin Eat tomatoes in his lunch inside his
sandwich. Or they could make an hour special as Dave agrees to adopt them when they were kids in his day, that part everyone needs to know about it.mackenziethefox13Apr 14, 2018 I'm so glad Alvin pulled it through! ^^Sep! I could never have killed him off.mackenziethefox13Apr 14, 2018 It was no secret in the
Seville family that Alvin was extremely affectionate when he fell ill. Whether he had a mild cold or extreme flu, the family's residents found themselves woken up by his older brother asking in tears if he could share the bed. Although Dave was his first option, Alvin was not embarrassed to ask Simon to make room for him
both in his bed and in his schedule. Today was no exception. Alvin had not felt better the day before, but in the middle of the night, when the teenager ran to the bathroom to vomit, his fears were confirmed and his emotions seemed to go crazy. Alvin stumbled down the stairs and pitifully pushed into his father's room. On
more than one occasion, Dave had called to work saying he needed to stay home with a sick Alvin. His boss would take it as an acceptable excuse when Alvin was much younger, but over the years Dave's boss was taking it less as a viable reason to miss a day and began arguing with Dave about it. Dave I can be with
you, voice sore from vomiting and unstable balance from fever, Alvin held to the door knob slightly as his father moved into his bed. Are you all right? Dave asked after almost a minute of trying to wake up enough to understand what was going on. He looked at his watch; 4:50 a.m. I don't feel well, said Alvin crying in his
already swollen eyes, I vomited. Almost rolling his eyes not out of irritation, but rather out of helplessness, Dave ran a hand into his hair. Sure, you can Alvin, but I can't stay home with you today. I have too much to do. I could sit with you for a few hours if you want - Wiping his eyes and cutting his father with a low groan,
Alvin slowly pulled back out of the room. All right, I'm going to see if Simon... Alvin had closed the door before he could even finish his sentence. Dave rested his head on the pillow and tried to sleep before his alarm went off in just an hour and a half. Relaxing in his room, Alvin took straight to his younger brother's bed.
He shook Simon's shoulder slightly a few times before he brother at last met his eyes. What? rubbing his confused eyes, the taller guy scanned the other guy to make sure nothing was too wrong. What's going on? Tears once more in his eyes, Alvin pressed his hand against shoulder indicating that he wanted him to
make room. Without another word, Alvin slipped into his brother's bed and took half of the blanket he had been offered. Curling up in a ball in front of his brother's back, Alvin fell asleep almost instantly. Simon's brain went crazy trying to figure out how he could get all his work done the next day, even though he also had
a mandatory time with his brother. Maybe if he was sick enough, Simon could stack his notebooks while he slept leaving them both with what they wanted. Guys! I'm home! Dave cried, struggling to close the front door behind him. He put the keys on the coffee table and began to walk into the living room with two
crutches by his side. His right ankle was covered with a thick cast, leaving only his left foot in use. Guys? Dave called again. Silence. Dave sighed as he swung in the kitchen. There are no chipmunks in there. Hello? Simon! Theodore! Alvin! Where are you guys? Dave! A chubby Chipmunk happily ran towards Dave.
Although he stopped dead in his tracks once he saw what state his father was in. Theodore! Dave exclaimed in relief. Where were you? Where's your brother? Dave, what happened to your foot? Little Chipmunk asked anxiously, not paying attention to Dave's questions. Dave looked at his foot before returning to his son.
Oh yes... I accidentally slipped down the stairs at work today, sprained my ankle... Well, you get the rest of the story. Oh... I hope it doesn't hurt too much. He told you. Well, it hurt a lot earlier, but now it's definitely better. I'm going to be out of work for two whole days! So I can spend more time with you guys! Oh, that
reminds me, where are your brothers? Theodore shrugged his shoulders. They're probably around like good brothers do. Dave, take a look at him. Theodore sighed sadly, jumping over the kitchen table before saying, I really don't know where they are. Actually, just Alvin. Simon is in the bedroom... Simon and Alivin..
well, they had a fight and... Theo pouted while unfortunately fell back to his bottom. Dave sighed. Why does this always happen? Why do Alvin and Simon have to fight all the time?... Look, Theodore, I'm going to take care of it. Not.. don't worry about that. All I need is for you to go straight to bed right now. Theodore
nodded before running away to his bedroom while calling Dave back, Good night! Don't worry, I'm coming early. I need to see Simon. Dave said before he saw Theo's tail disappear behind the door. Ok! It was the answer. Dave started walking carefully in his children's bedroom. Creaking open the door, caught a glimpse
of Simon grumpyly lying down his bed. He went back to him. Simon. Dave called. He saw the Chipmunk's ear moving from the sound of his voice, but he did not move his muscles. Theodore was now in his pajamas on his bed, anxiously listening. Dave sighed as he sat on the edge of Simon's bed, the side in front of him.
Simon, Theodore just told me what happened. You really have to stop fighting. You're brothers, and the brothers shouldn't argue to the point where they stop talking to you. Now, what happened this time? His adopted son was resilient and kept his back in front of him. He was munched on in a little ball as if he didn't want
to be talked about. Simone... Dave warned. What did you tell each other in this round?... I won't ask again. Simon surrendered and sat on his bed, in front of Dave. Seeing his crutches, he frowned. Okay, but first tell me why you need crutches. He sprained his ankle on the steps at work today, so he won't have to go to
work for two full days! Theodore told you. It's great!- Wait, no, that's bad! Spraining your ankle can be really painful! It's even worse that it doesn't hurt enough that you'll pass it off! Simon has digressed. And so on.
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